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Brief Description of the Event:  
The discussion between the panelists was interesting as well as intriguing. And more or 
less they went around 4 main topics. 

 What are the primary troubles of an entrepreneur? 
 Which sectors are going to thrive in the next business cycle! 
 How can a budding entrepreneur make his/her stand in the business world? And 

what decides his/her success? 
 What are the ethical issues in a budding startup 

 
The question arose was is rural India getting enough startups? In the answer panelists 
came with different opportunities now in rural India, especially after jio's experiment. Mini 
startups in rural areas have come just out of problem solving, and their growing fast as the 
sector is not going to saturate. Medical health startup are also a growing category. 
Thus the bridge between urban and rural startups is in making. In conclusion, they got in 
their end point that, if perfect awareness can be made, and companies take a little NGO like 
approach, then they can get huge successes. But a ROI of 5 yrs is expected. 
 
As one of the speakers mentioned getting investment is going to be tough as more days 
come by, a few opposite points were also made!  
About the problems of the entrepreneurs Arnab sir made the point that, Entrepreneurship 
can only be Inspired. According to UN research the behavior of entrepreneurs are almost 
same worldwide; goal setting, efficiency, calculative risk taking are the Major Qualities. 
Though in India along with Latin America & Africa senior entrepreneurs are asked to help 
the young. 
About the next sector of entrepreneurship the main sectors came are Agriculture & IOT. 
And mix use of both were also highly suggested. 
Using smartphone even upto rural areas, stopping brain drain & saving the Agro Land was 
also discussed.  
After all they pointed out without being flashy new entrepreneurs should focus on 
Sustainability. 
One of the serious issues raised by the dignitaries belongs to plagiarism and ethics. For 
medical startup ethical model is still an issues. Moreover, there has been some serious 
problems with plagiarism content during ideation stages. Moreover, IP policies 



standardization some times affected by the university policies which are diversified. Hence 
legal models are not constant. 
. 
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